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Information Packet
CHELMSFORD WOODS RESIDENCES II
267 Littleton Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Affordable Housing Lottery
This packet contains specific information on the affordable housing program as
well as background, eligibility requirements, selection priority categories, and
application process for the new 58-unit rental project developed by Chelmsford
Woods LLC.
We invite you to read this information packet and submit an application if you
think that you meet the eligibility requirements. This lottery is the first step in the
application process and does not assure you a unit.
There will also be an Information Session on Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at the
Chelmsford Housing Authority Community Room at 10 Wilson Street,
Chelmsford, MA 01824 at 6:00 p.m. Attendance at the Information Session is not
required for participation in the lottery; however, you should confirm your
attendance to make sure we have enough room.
Applications are due on April 30, 2018 and must be delivered no later than 4:00 p.m.
Phone: 978-256-7425, ext. 10 or lottery @chelmsfordha.com
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General Overview
Chelmsford Woods Residences II is the second phase of an affordable apartment community that will consist
of one-, two- and three-bedroom units. There is a clubhouse with a wide range of amenities. This new phase
consists of three buildings and 58 units of which there are 16 one-bedroom units, 30 two-bedroom units and
12 three-bedroom units. The Chelmsford Woods Residences campus will be smoke-free and pets will be
allowed (one pet per apartment with a 25-pound weight limit for dogs.) CHOICE, Inc. will be the
Management Agent for the development and responsible for this lottery.
While all of the units are considered affordable, they are classified into three categories:





4 of the one-bedroom units will be set aside for a Community Based Housing (CBH) program and will
receive rental assistance from either a project-based section 8 subsidy (2 units) or a project-based section
811 subsidy (2 units);
4 of the units will receive a project-based subsidy (rental assistance) through the Federal Section 8
Program; and
50 units are unsubsidized and residents will pay the full amount of affordable rent.

Applicants who already have a Section 8 Voucher or MRVP can use it to rent an unsubsidized unit subject to
review by the issuing authority. Residents will have to pay for their electricity, heat, phone, internet and
cable TV. A utility allowance is provided for the electric and heat.
Since it is anticipated that there will be more interested and eligible applicants than available units, there
will be an application process and lottery to rank the eligible applicants for this development. The application
and lottery process, dates and eligibility requirements can all be found within this Information Packet.
This development does not discriminate in the selection of applicants on the basis of race, color, national
origin, disability, age, ancestry, children, familial status, genetic information, marital status, public assistance
recipiency, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, veteran/military status, or any other basis
prohibited by law. Disabled persons are entitled to request a reasonable accommodation of rules, policies,
practices or services, or to request a reasonable modification of the housing, when such accommodations
or modifications are necessary to afford the disabled person equal opportunity to use and enjoy the housing.
Persons with disabilities who require a reasonable accommodation in obtaining or completing an application
may call CHOICE, Inc. to make special arrangements. CHOICE, Inc. uses Mass Relay to communicate with
applicants whom may be speech or hearing impaired. The Mass Relay number is 1-800-439-2370 for TTY and
800-439-0183 for voice. For assistance in another language, we offer free language translation services by
calling our office at 978-256-7425 or requesting this by email at lottery@chelmsfordha.com.
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This Lottery is for the following units:
Unit Type
Subsidized-CBH
Subsidized
Subsidized
Subsidized
Unsubsidized
Unsubsidized
Unsubsidized

Bedroom
Size
1
1
2
3
1
2
3

# of
Units
4
2
3
1
10
27
11

Rent

Income Limit

$1,207*
$1,207*
$1,531*
$1,832*
$1,084†
$1,300†
$1,503†

30%
30%
30%
30%
60%
60%
60%

% of income
paid
30%
30%
30%
30%
N/A
N/A
N/A

Appx. Square
Footage
625
625
828
1055
625
828
1055

* Rent paid by the resident will be approximately 30%-40% of their income for Section 8 PBV units as determined by
the administering agency. This amount represents the gross rent. A utility allowance will be provided for heat and
electric.
† This is the gross amount of rent to be paid by tenant, unless you have a Section 8 voucher.
Frequently Asked Questions – Subsidized and Unsubsidized Units
Q: What is the difference between subsidized and unsubsidized?
A: There are 50 rental units set aside at a fixed rent that is considered affordable for applicants earning less than
60% of area median income. These are the unsubsidized units. There are 8 units set aside that are subsidized by the
Section 8 or Section 811 Program and participants pay a percentage of their income towards the rent.
Q: Can I apply for an unsubsidized unit and a subsidized unit on the same application?
A: Yes, all you have to do is check off the box that says you are interested in a subsidized unit and you will be
considered for both the subsidized and unsubsidized units. We will review your eligibility for an unsubsidized unit, a
subsidized unit through the MRVP Program and also the Section 8 Program. You will receive a letter indicating
which programs you will be considered for in the lottery.
Q: What is the Section 8 Project Based Assistance Program?
A. The Section 8 Project Based Assistance Program is administered by the Chelmsford Housing Authority CHA).
There are 5 one-bedroom units, 2 two-bedroom units and 1 three-bedroom rental units that have Section 8 Project
Based Rental Assistance provided. The Section 8 Project Based Program requires that you pay 30% of your income
towards the rent which includes all utilities. There are no asset limits for the Section 8 Program. Your income must
be below the 50% Area Median Income Limit shown in this packet.
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GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Maximum Allowable Income
(These figures are published annually and subject to change)

Subsidized Units
To be eligible to apply for a subsidized unit, the combined gross annual income for all household members must be at
or below 30% of median income for the Lowell area. The maximum incomes allowed for this program are:

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
1
2
3
4
5
6

30 % OF INCOME LIMIT
$20,250
$23,150
$26,050
$28,900
$31,250
$33,550

50 % OF INCOME LIMIT
$33,750
$38,550
$43,350
$48,150
$52,050
$55,900

Maximum Allowable Income
(These figures are published annually and subject to change)

Unsubsidized Affordable Units
To be eligible to apply for an unsubsidized affordable unit, the combined gross annual income for all household
members must be at or below 60% of median income for the Lowell area. The maximum incomes allowed for this
program are:

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
1
2
3
4
5
6
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60 % OF INCOME LIMIT
$40,050
$46,260
$52,020
$57,780
$62,460
$67,080

Minimum Income for an Unsubsidized Affordable Unit
It is the Management Agent’s policy, an applicant’s monthly income must be at least 2.5 times the
monthly rent. Applicants may make less than the minimum incomes shown below if they have sufficient
savings (equivalent to the annual minimum income listed below) from which they can draw down.
Otherwise, applicants will not be found to be eligible for a lease if they make less than the incomes
shown below. Applicants who have receive a housing subsidy (like Section 8 or MRVP) are not subject
to the minimum income requirements but, like all other applicants, will also have to pass reviews on
credit scores, tenant history, and criminal background checks in accordance with DHCD’s requirements
regarding same. Again, these minimum incomes are not required by the affordable housing program,
they are just estimations of minimum incomes required by the Management Agent.
Approximate Minimum Income Limit for
Unit Size
Minimum Income
1BR
$ 32,520
2BR
$39,000
3BR
$45,090

Asset Limits
There are no asset limits for an unsubsidized affordable unit. However, income from the assets is counted as the
greater of the actual income or HUD Passbook Rate (currently .06%) of the net value of the asset. Assets may include
cash, cash in savings and checking accounts, a home, net cash value of stocks, net cash value of retirement accounts
(such as 401K, IRA), real property, bonds capital investments, whole life insurance policies and foreign bank accounts.

Frequently Asked Questions – General Eligibility
Q:

Who is eligible for the affordable units?

A:

In In order to qualify for an affordable unit:

1.)

Households must have income and assets that qualify within the parameters as highlighted in this
section.
Household priority will be given based on household composition. For questions on household size
and composition, please read “Household Size and Composition”.
Households cannot own a home upon move-in. The affordable unit must be the household’s
primary residence. All homes must be sold before leasing a unit.
Households, or their families, cannot have a financial interest in the development and a households
member cannot be considered a Related Party.

2.)
3.)
4.)

Additionally, some of the apartments will be disabled-accessible. All households may apply for the
disabled-accessible apartments but households in need of an accessible apartment will get top
priority, regardless if the apartment is designated as local preference or not. For questions on priority
by need of a disabled accessible apartment, please read “Disabled-Accessible Unit Information”.
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Q.

Do I need to be a resident of Chelmsford or Lowell to apply?

A:

No. A regional preference will be given for 40 of the units. The regional preference for anyone that lives or
works in the communities of Chelmsford and Lowell. The remaining units will be available to all eligible
applicants (both Regional Preference and Non-Local Preference.)

Q:

Can I apply if I own a home? Do I need to sell my home before I move in?

A:

You may own a home when you apply. But it must be sold before you move in as this unit must be your primary
residence.

Q:

If I cannot qualify for a Lease based on my own income or credit history, can I have a co-signer on my
Lease?

A:

No. Only people who will live in the apartment can sign the lease. Applying households must be able to
meet the income qualifications on their own. If someone outside the household is going to help pay the
rent, the amount to be paid must be listed as “Periodic Payments” on the Income Table in the Program
Application. These payments will be counted towards the applying household’s income.

Q:

Can I apply for the subsidized units and unsubsidized units?

A:

Yes. You can check off both boxes on the application. If you are selected for an unsubsidized unit and are on
the waiting list for a subsidized unit, once your name comes up for a subsidized unit, the subsidy would be
placed on your current unit. However, there is a minimum income requirement for the unsubsidized units.
We expect that no one should be paying more than 40% of their income when moving into an unsubsidized
unit.

Q:

What should I apply for if I have a Section 8 Voucher already?

A:

If you already have a Section 8 Voucher, you can apply for both lotteries – the subsidized and unsubsidized
units. However, if you move into a subsidized unit, you will have to forfeit your voucher; Section 8 vouchers
cannot be used in combination with project based assistance. If you move into an unsubsidized unit, you will
keep your voucher and use it to pay the difference between the actual rent and the Section 8 assistance.
However, you have a greater chance of being selected for an unsubsidized unit as there are many more of
them.

Frequently Asked Questions – Maximum Income
Q:

How is a household’s income determined?

A:

The Chelmsford Housing Authority will calculate the income of a household based upon the current income
the household is earning including actual or imputed income from assets. In an effort to provide as accurate
an income calculation as possible, the CHA must review all current and historical income data.
ALL SOURCES OF INCOME ARE COUNTED. Any monies you receive will be counted as income. This includes,
but is not limited to, employment, Social Security, alimony, overtime pay, bonuses, unemployment, severance
pay, part-time employment, matured bonds, monies to be received in court settlements and imputed interest
and dividends on bank accounts and actual or imputed income from assets.
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The CHA will calculate the value of your assets pursuant to the formula set by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. This formula takes the greater of the actual income from an asset or the current market
value of any asset multiplied by 1%. The amount derived from this calculation is then added to your income.
For example: Mrs. Smith’s gross benefit is $12,000 a year from Social Security and earns $4,000 annually at her
part-time job. Mrs. Smith also has a checking account valued at $7,000 earning 1% interest and a CD worth
$20,000 earning 2.3% interest. In addition, Mrs. Smith’s home is currently valued at $250,000.
Her annual income would be calculated as follows:
Income
Assets
Social Security $12,000
Checking ($7,000 x 1% interest) = $70
Part Time Job $14,000
CD ($20,000 x 2.3% interest) = $460
Home ($250,000 x 1% interest) = $2,500
Total income = $29,030
Households must submit their most recent tax returns for all household members.
Q:

I have a 401K or retirement fund and am not taking any withdrawals. Do I have to include it when I list my
assets?

A:

Yes. You need to include the net cash value of all your current retirement funds. We realize that most
retirement funds assess large penalties for early withdrawal but this does not technically mean that you
cannot withdraw your funds or don’t have access to them. The post-penalty amount is what you need to
provide along with supporting documentation.

Q:

Are there eligibility exceptions for households that are barely over the income limit?

A:

No, there are no exceptions to the income limits.

Frequently Asked Questions – Household Size & Composition
Q:

Even though I am a single person, I would really like to have a two bedroom unit. Is this possible?

A:

No, at the time of application, a single person requesting a 2-bedroom unit will be disqualified as that person
does not meet with household size requirement. Applicants must select either a 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom or 3bedroom when submitting the application. Only applications that have a household that qualifies for a 2bedroom will be entered into the 2-bedroom lottery; only households that qualify for a 3-bedroom will be
entered into a 3-bedroom lottery. If you are unsure if you qualify for a two-bedroom or three bedroom, please
speak with our staff before you submit your application.

Q:

How is appropriate household size determined?

A:

Within an applicant pool, priority shall be given to households requiring the total number of bedrooms in the
unit based on the following criteria:
a. There is a least one occupant per bedroom.
b. A husband and wife, or those in a similar living arrangement, shall be required to share a bedroom. Other
household members may share, but shall not be required to share a bedroom.
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c. A person described in (b) shall not be required to share a bedroom if a consequence of sharing would a
severe adverse impact on his or her mental or physical health and reliable medical documentation is
provided substantiating the adverse impact.
d. A household may count an unborn child as a household member. The household must submit proof of
pregnancy with the application.
e. If the applicant is in the process of a divorce or separation, the applicant must provide proof that the
divorce or separation has begun or has been finalized.

Household size shall not exceed state sanitary code requirements for occupancy of a unit.

Q:

My husband and I have not shared a room for years due to my medical condition. We need separate
bedrooms. Can we apply for a two-bedroom?

A:

If a medical professional provides a letter stating that a 2-bedroom unit is required based upon your medical
condition, you will be eligible for the 2-bedroom lottery. We want all applicants to be applying for the types
of units they require

Q:

I am a full-time student. Am I eligible to apply as a single person?

A:

No. Full time students are not eligible to apply for a unit as a single person. However, a full time student can
be part of a family.

Q:

Does the unborn child of a currently pregnant household member count towards our household size for
income eligibility purposes?

A:

Yes. A household may count an unborn child as a household member. You will have to submit proof of
pregnancy with all the income and asset documentation that needs to be submitted with your application.
Please note that the MRVP Program does not count an unborn child as a household member.

Q:

If I am currently going through a divorce/separation or planning on being divorced / separated soon, can I
still apply?

A:

For non-homeowners, you will need to provide proof that the separation or divorce process has begun or
has already been finalized. The Program Application will guide you through the documentation you will
need to provide.
If you have only begun considering a divorce or separation, and no legal action has been taken, you cannot
apply as a single head-of-household and your application will be reviewed as if your current spouse will be
moving into the affordable apartment with you. For homeowners going through a divorce, the home
must be sold or the divorce must be finalized (as your name must be off the deed) before you move-in.
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STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS AND TIMELINE
The following steps outline the entire process of applying for and moving into an affordable unit. The following
pages explain each step in greater detail.

Completed with the Guidance of the Chelmsford Housing Authority
Step 1:

Program Application

March 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018

Step 2:

Control Number Assigned

May 11, 2018

Step 3:

The Lottery

May 15, 2018

Step 4:

Notification of Lottery Results

June 1, 2018

Step 5:

Formal Review of Eligibility

Completed by June 22, 2018

Step 6:

Tenant Briefing

Week of June 25 – June 29, 2018

Step 7:

Unit Assignment

Week of June 25 – June 29, 2018

Step 8:

Lease Signing

First week of July 2018

Step 9:

Move In (estimated)

August 1, 2018

There will be an Information Session on Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at the Chelmsford Housing Authority
Community Room at 10 Wilson Street, Chelmsford, MA 01824 at 6:00 p.m. Attendance at the Information
Session is not required for participation in the lottery; however, you should decide attend advance
notification is appreciated.
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Step 1: Program Application
From March 1 through April 30, 2018, CHOICE, Inc. will be advertising and publicizing the availability of this affordable
housing opportunity in Chelmsford and distributing applications and this Information Packet throughout the
community and region.
Once a household reads this Information Packet in its entirety, they will need to fill out an Application. The applying
household must list all income and asset information for every person that will be residing in the unit. The Application
must be signed and dated by all heads of household and members over the age of 18.
The Application must be received by CHOICE, Inc. on April 30, 2018 at 4 p.m. All applications should be sent to:
CHOICE, Inc.
RE: Chelmsford Woods Residences Lottery
10 Wilson St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
To ensure that applications arrive in time, we recommend mailing them at least one full week prior to the application
deadline and/or dropped off in person to our office. Late applications will not be entered into the lottery. CHOICE, Inc.
is not responsible for lost or late applications. Complete applications received after April 30, 2018 at 4 p.m. will be
eligible for placement on the waiting list after the lottery process is concluded.
Once a completed Program Application is received, initial eligibility will be determined and households will be notified
of their status.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q:

What happens if I don’t submit all necessary documentation or fail to correctly complete my Chelmsford
Woods Residences Application?

A:

Households that submit incomplete documentation will be mailed a notice detailing the additional
documentation that is needed to make their application complete. The application will remain in an
“Incomplete Application Pool” until all requested materials have been received.
Households with applications in the Incomplete Application Pool will not be entered into the Lottery. After
the lottery is completed, all incomplete applications will be deemed ineligible for placement on the waiting
list.
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Step 2: The Lottery
The Lottery will be held on or about May 15, 2018 at 12:00 pm at 10 Wilson Street, Chelmsford, MA. Households do
not need to be present for the Lottery drawings. All Households will be notified of the results by the Lottery Agent
(see Notification of Lottery Results in the following pages).
Prior to the lottery:
Each application will be reviewed for eligibility for the following criteria:
1.) Bedroom Size Request – We will determine if you qualify for the size bedroom you are applying for.
2.) Income Eligibility for an affordable unit, the Section 8 Program.
3.) Do you qualify for an accessible unit?
4.) Have you provided verification for the Regional Preference?
A letter will be mailed to the applicant indicating the control numbers and status for the four, above-referenced
categories. The applicant will have the opportunity (five business days from mailing of notice) to request a review.
On the Day of the Lottery :
An index card with the control number of each eligible applicant will be placed in the following receptacles:
Lottery One:
The Affordable Unsubsidized Unit Lottery – All applicants that have initially qualified for an unsubsidized unit for the
corresponding lottery will have their index card with their control number placed in a receptacle. There will be a 1bedroom receptacle, a 2-bedroom receptacle and a 3-bedroom receptacle. Based upon the order in which the index
cards are drawn from each of these receptacles, the ranking will be determined. Within these pools, we will award
the accessible units to those that require them first.
Lottery Two:
The Affordable Unsubsidized Unit Lottery with Regional Preference – All applicants that have initially qualified for an
unsubsidized unit AND have qualified for the Regional Preference will have their index card with their control
number placed in a receptacle. There will be a 1-bedroom receptacle, a 2-bedroom receptacle and a 3-bedroom
receptacle. If it is determined that the percentage of minority participants is less than 27%, non-Regional minority
applicants will be added to the respective receptacle until that percentage is achieved. Based upon the order in
which the index cards are drawn from each of these receptacles, the ranking will be determined. Within these pools,
we will award the accessible units to those that require them first.
Lottery Three:
The Section 8 Project Based Lottery – All applicants that have initially qualified for a subsidized unit associated with a
Section 8 subsidy for the corresponding lottery will have their index card with their control number placed in a
receptacle. There will be a 1- bedroom receptacle, a 2-bedroom receptacle and a 3-bedroom receptacle. Based upon
the order in which the index cards are drawn from each of these receptacles, the ranking will be determined. Within
these pools, we will award four of the 1-bedroom units to persons certified eligible for the CBH units first, and the
accessible units to those that require them second. Of the 8 available units, a Regional Preference will be provided
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to 5 of the units. After the initial occupancy, the waiting list will be managed by the Chelmsford Housing Authority
Section 8 Program.
For the Lottery, a representative from the Town will draw the numbers from each pool certifying the lottery.

Step 3: The Waiting Lists
The order in which control numbers were drawn will indicate their place on the waiting list. For each category they
have requested consideration, they will receive a ranking and know where they are on each waiting list. It is possible
that an applicant will have a ranking in all four lotteries. Only during the initial lottery will regional/local

preference be considered.

Step 4: Notification of Lottery Results
If there are more applications than units, the order in which applicants were drawn will transfer to the
respective waiting lists. The applicants will all receive notice what their ranking is for each applicable
program during the initial lease up and if applicable after the initial lease up so they will understand their
place on the waiting list. Based upon the results of the lottery, eligible applicants will either be screened
for a unit or be on a waiting list. Again, after the initial occupancy, the waiting list for the Section 8 units will be
managed by the Chelmsford Housing Authority Section 8 Program.

DISABLED-ACCESSIBLE UNIT INFORMATION
Q:

Who qualifies for a disabled-accessible (DA) apartment?

A:

According to Mass Access: The Accessible Housing Registry, “units that are barrier-free are accessible to
people with disabilities that are wheelchair users, but could also be used by people of different types of
disabilities. For example, a person of very short stature, a person with a brain injury or stroke, severe
cardiac or respiratory problems, or a person with limited standing, walking, or reaching ability, may use
the design features of a wheelchair accessible unit.” Verification from a doctor or other medical
professional, a peer support group, a non-medical service agency, or a reliable third party who is in a
position to know about the individual’s disability may be requested. Proof of receiving Social Security
Disability Insurance benefits is also sufficient.
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Q:

How are disabled-accessible apartments awarded?

A:

The households with the top positions on the Accessible Waiting Lists will be given the first opportunity
to lease the DA apartments.

Q:

Can households that qualify for a DA apartment also apply for a non-DA apartment?

A:

Yes. Households that qualify for a DA apartment will also have positions on the Waiting Lists for non-DA
apartments depending on what unit size they are applying for. If they reach the top position on a
Waiting List for a non-DA apartment before they reach the top position for a DA apartment, they will
have to decide if they want to lease a non-DA apartment or wait until they have a top position on a
Waiting List for a DA apartment.

Q:

What happens if there are fewer disabled-accessible qualified applicants than disabledaccessible apartments at the time of the Lottery?

A:

If there are not enough qualified applicants on the Waiting List, the apartments will be made available to
the top applicants on the Waiting List that have the same unit sizes (and, if applicable, regional
preference).

Q:

Who is entitled to request a reasonable accommodation?

A:

Persons with disabilities are entitled to request a reasonable accommodation in rules, policies, practices,
or services, or to request a reasonable modification in the housing, when such accommodations or
modifications may be necessary to afford persons with disabilities an equal opportunity to use and enjoy
the housing.

Step 5: Formal Review of Eligibility
The household must submit all required income and asset documentation for every claim made in the Application if
selected during the lottery process.
Before a household can move forward if they are selected in the lottery, they must provide complete information of
their income and assets. Below is a list of some of the items that may be requested:
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All adults in the household, 18 years and older, must complete the Tenant Packet and sign the
authorization for release of information. They must also provide proof of any and all assets and income. If
the adult is a full time student then proof of current student status must also be provided.
Copies of birth certificates and social security cards must be provided for each member of the household.
A copy of a visa, green card or passport may be acceptable if previous documents are not available.
Proof of Disability – Physicians statement or SSI/SSDI award letter if under the age of 62.

Income:










Wages: Verify gross earnings by submitting pay stubs from the past two months or a letter from the
employer stating the number of hours per week and pay rate per hour. Also, include name, address and
contact person of employer. (weekly = 8 paystubs, bi-weekly = 4 paystubs, monthly = 2 paystubs, etc.)
Social Security or Supplemental Income: A statement letter from the Social Security department less than
one month old. This can be obtained online: www.socialsecurity.gov or by calling 1-800-772-1213.
VA Pension or other Retirement Benefits: Current statement letter from the VA department, or other
retirement funds company, less than one month old.
VA Compensation or Benefits: Current statement letter less than one month old.
AFDC: Statement letter less than one month old. TAFDC: 1-800-632-8095
Alimony: You must submit four (4) copies of payment checks.
Unemployment Benefits: Current statement, or four(4) check stubs from the unemployment department
No Income: If an adult family member does not have any income at all then a “Zero Income Self Affidavit”
must be completed and notarized. Please contact Chelmsford Housing Authority for this affidavit.

Assets:





Checking and Savings accounts: You must submit copies of the most recent six (6) months all checking
account statements and savings account passbooks or statements held by any household member (local
or foreign). Statements must be less than one month old.
Current Value of Assets: Current statement letter for any stocks, bonds, CD’s, IRA’s, etc. including
current rate of interest and dividends. Including foreign accounts.
No Bank Accounts: If any member of your household over the age of 18 years, does not have a bank
account each person must complete, and have notarized, a “No Bank Account” certificate. Please
contact Chelmsford Housing Authority for this certificate. If you do open an account you must notify the
Authority immediately.

ANY OTHER INCOME AND ASSETS FOR ALL MEMBERS OF HOUSEHOLD 18 YEARS OR OLDER.
If it is determined that incomplete information was provided in the application, CHOICE, Inc. reserves the right to
withdraw the application based upon the applicant’s failure to disclose information.
NOTE:
CHOICE, Inc. may require copies of up to the last three year’s tax returns to determine eligibility

Step 6: Unit Assignment
Units will be designated to residents in the order in which they were drawn. Every effort will be made to
accommodate residents who require a reasonable accommodation and may request a general area within the
building.
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Step 7: Tenant Briefing
All applicants that are offered a unit are required to attend one or two briefings. All applicants will be required to
attend a briefing regarding the requirements of living in the building. Some of the items that will be discussed are the
tenant rules and regulations (i.e., no smoking policy, pet policy, lease requirements, tenant responsibilities, etc.)
Those applicants that are selected for a subsidized unit will be required to participate in an additional briefing with the
Section 8 Staff regarding the requirements of the subsidy program. Some of the items that will be covered will be
reporting of income, program rules and requirements, fraud etc.
We will work towards combining the briefings for those that are in a subsidized unit. The briefing may take up to
two hours and will be conducted in a group setting. If you require special accommodations, our staff will work with
you.

Step 8: Lease Signing and Rent Payment
Residents will be required to sign their leases prior to moving in. A copy of the lease will be made available to you at
the briefing for your review.
A security deposit equal the amount of the full rent will be required by all residents. A last month’s rent will not be
required.
Rent is due on the first of every month. We offer electronic debiting of your bank account to facilitate the rent
payment process. In addition, your rent will be pro-rated if your unit is not ready for move in at the first of the
month.

Step 9: Move In
As this is new construction, the estimated move in date August 1, 2018. As the date gets closer, our office will be in
touch with all applicants that have been offered a unit to best coordinate the move in process. You are required to
begin paying rent when your lease begins.
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Step 10: Yearly Eligibility and Rent Review
After a household has moved in, and approximately 90-120 days before lease renewal, tenants of affordable
apartments will need to submit updated income and asset documentation to the Leasing Office so they can
ensure continued eligibility under the affordable housing guidelines. Tenants will not be able to renew Leases
until all required documentation has been submitted. Records of taxes, pay-stubs, bank statements and asset
statements should be maintained while living in the affordable apartment.

Q: How long can I lease my affordable apartment?
A: As a current resident only, you are considered income eligible for an affordable apartment as long as your
household earns an income that does not exceed 140% of the current year’s income

Q:

Will my rent increase each year, and if so, by how much?

A:

Rents may increase a few percentage points if the Lowell HMFA Area Median Income increases or the
costs of utilities in Chelmsford decreases. Likewise, if the Lowell Area Median Income decreases and
the costs of utilities increases, rents will decrease.

DESCRIPTION
Unit Features:

Unit features include laminate wood flooring in the living room and kitchen, fully
applianced kitchens with refrigerator, dishwasher and stove, 36” designer
kitchen cabinetry, kitchen island, linoleum bathroom flooring and tub surround.

Community Features:

Expansive clubhouse with lounge, community kitchen and meeting area.

Washer/Dryer:

Town home units will have their own washer and dryer connections. The units in
the multistory buildings will have access to the laundry room on each floor.

Parking:

There is one parking spot included with all units.

Green Features:

All apartments to have Energy Star Home designation.

Pets:

Chelmsford Woods Residences is a pet-friendly community. One pet per
apartment will be permitted. Breed restrictions and weight limits apply.

Smoke-Free Housing:

The community is completely smoke-free. Smoking in units, common areas and on
the grounds is prohibited.
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